
FOR VIDEO 1

Just a reminder, that being RESPONSIBLE is this month’s superpower…

After watching our super hero Quazar’s video, we learned that using 
our superpower of being RESPONSIBLE means being in charge of 
something and taking care of the things we need to do, or in the 
case of the video, taking care of a puppy! If you’ve been asked to be 
RESPONSIBLE  for a puppy you need to take good care of it,  
as if it were your own. 

There are lots of things we can be RESPONSIBLE for in our 
classrooms and in our school – let’s make sure that when we have a 
task to do or something to take care of we stick to our word and 
do it to the best of our abilities – that’s being RESPONSIBLE 

So please be responsible with your nominations: follow the golden 
rules (the “do-be’s and “don’t-be’s”) that are listed on the poster in 
your classroom.

Remember – taking care of the things we have to do shows the 
power of being RESPONSIBLE!

MONTHLY PA ANNOUNCEMENTS - RESPONSIBLE
The following is an example you can use or you can make up your own. It’s very important to do this at least once a month and it has 
the greatest impact if delivered by the Principal or Vice Principal.

FOR VIDEO 2
“Just a reminder, that being RESPONSIBLE is this month’s 
superpower... After watching our superhero Quazar’s video, 
we learned that – 

• Admitting your mistakes
• Getting work in on time
• Being dependable and not putting things off
• Being on time
• Knowing where your stuff is, so you’ll be prepared

Are all ways of showing you are responsible. 

You could even say that when you see other kids being responsible… 
it’s your responsibility to nominate them. 

How great is that? 

So, please be responsible with your nominations: follow the golden rules 
(the do-be’s and don’t-be’s) that are listed on the poster in  
your classroom.

And as Quazar says, “it looks like my work here is done, Catchya later.”




